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Abstract: A fiber鄄optic distributed sensor based on Michelson interferometers for detecting the time鄄
varying disturbance was presented in the paper. The proposed sensor is constituted of two Michelson
interferometers with an optical fiber delay loop. The disturbance causes a phase modulation which is
detected by the proposed sensor and converted to the location information. The interference signals
received by the photo detectors through capacitive coupling separated directly to eliminate the DC
component are preprocessed by the peak鄄to鄄peak value calculation method. The phase information of the
preprocessed signals is acquired by the Hilbert transform, phase unwrapping and the corresponding
trigonometric equations calculation. The frequency spectrum analysis and the mathematical operations are
then conducted to locate the disturbance. Experimental results obtained with a 20 km long sensing fiber
are discussed in the paper. The proposed distributed disturbance sensor has the significant advantages of
capability of real time sensing, insensitive to the polarization state and low cost.
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摘 要院 提出并研究了基于 Michelson 干涉仪的应用于检测时变扰动的光纤分布式传感器。所提出的
光纤传感器由两个 Michelson 干涉仪和一个光纤延迟环组成。扰动作用在传感光纤上，引起传输光波
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相位的调制作用，可以通过该传感器进行检测并得到扰动的位置信息。通过光电探测器对干涉信号

进行接收。对接收到的信号进行隔直，并通过求取峰峰值的方法对隔直后的信号进行预处理。通过希

尔伯特变换、相位去包裹和三角函数运算可以提取出预处理信号中包含的相位信息。最后，通过频谱

分析和相应的数学运算可以实现扰动的定位。在 20 km 的监测距离内通过实验验证了传感器的可行
性。所提出的光纤传感器具有实时性好、抗偏振性、低成本的独特优势。

关键词院 光纤分布式扰动传感器； 干涉型传感器； Michelson干涉仪

0 Introduction

Fiber 鄄optic distributed sensors can measure
variables continuously along the whole length of the
sensing fiber [1-2]. Compared with conventional security
system, interferometer based fiber鄄optic distributed
disturbance sensor (FDDS) has high sensitivity and is
immune to electromagnetic interference and chemical
corrosion. So, there has been an intense interest in
development of FDDS and the sensor is extensively
used for monitoring and securing national borders, oil
and gas pipelines, communication links and structural
health. The configurations of current interferometer
based FDDS include Mach鄄Zehnder and Mach鄄
Zehnder interferometers [3-4], Sagnac and Mach鄄Zehnder
interferomters [ 5 - 6 ] , Sagnac and Michelson interfero 鄄
meters[7-8], Sagnac and Sagnac interferometers[9-10], single
Sagnac interferometer[11], and Sagnac interferometer with
dual鄄wavelength [12] or working in two modes [13] and
differentiating ring[14].

For FDDS based on Sagnac interferometer merged
with Mach鄄Zehnder or Michelson interferometer, there
are several disadvantages. For instance, the preferred
light source for the Sagnac interferometer should be
broadband. On the contrary, the Mach鄄Zehnder
interferometer requires a light source with a long
coherence length. For other interferometers based
FDDS mentioned above, the problem of polarization
induced fading (PIF) [15] will cause variation of the
visibility and the reduction of the signal鄄to鄄noise ratio
(SNR), which results in the increase of the location
error and even failure of locating the disturbance.

This paper presents a distributed sensor based on
Michelson interferometers. The Faraday rotator mirrors
(FRMs) are fused at the end of the fiber to eliminate
the PIF [ 16 -17] . The operating principles of the sensor
and the algorithm for calculating the disturbance
position is analyzed and described. Furthermore, the
feasibility and performance of the proposed sensor is
experimentally investigated.

1 Theory

The sensor consists of two Michelson
interferometers and each interferometer includes a
sensing arm and a reference arm. The disturbance
effecting on the fiber induces a phase modulation. The
proposed Michelson interferometer based FDDS is
shown in Fig.1. The light from a laser source is
divided into two paths with the same power by the
coupler C1. Then the light launches into the two

Fig.1 Schematic illustruation of the proposed sensor

interferometers formed by the two couples, a time
delay loop and four Faraday rotator mirrors (FRMs).
The FRMs located at the end of the optical fiber arms
to eliminate the polarization induced fading. The delay
loop is near the FRM1, which is also at the end of the
sensing arm L1. The light waves propagating along the
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fiber arms are reflected by the FRMs and finally
interfere in C2 and C3 respe ctively. In the practical
applications, reference arms are isolated from the
disturbances and the sensing arms are located in the
optical fiber cable.

When the disturbance occurs, the length and the
reflective index of the fiber will change and induce
the phase modulation. The interference lights are the
superposed lightwaves that propagating towards the
coupler and toward the FRM. In accordance with
coherent lightwave theory, the interference signals can
be derived as:

I1= 1
4 I0+ 1

8 I0{cos f t- nz
c蓸 蔀 + 4仔nD + 0蓘 蓡 +

cos f t- 2(L+D)-z
c n蓸 蔀 + 4仔nD + 0蓘 蓡 } (1)

I2= 1
4 I0+ 1

8 I0{cos f t- nz
c蓸 蔀 + 0忆蓘 蓡 +

cos f t- n(2L-z)
c蓸 蔀 + 0忆蓘 蓡 } (2)

where I0 is the optical power of the laser, 0 and 0忆
are the initial phases induced by the length differences
of the arms, L is the length of the optical fiber arms
except L1, D is the length of the delay loop, z is the
distance of the disturbance from C2, f ( t) is the phase
modulation caused by the disturbance, c is the speed
of light in a vacuum, and n is the reflective index of
the fiber.

The direct current (DC) terms of the signals are
filtered in the circuit. Then I0 is computed through
peak鄄to鄄peak value calculation method. The signals
can be expressed as:

I3(t)=cos f t- nz
c蓸 蔀 + 4仔nD + 0蓘 蓡 +

cos f t- 2(L+D)-z
c n蓸 蔀 + 4仔nD + 0蓘 蓡 (3)

I4(t)=cos f t- nz
c蓸 蔀 + 0忆蓘 蓡 +cos f t- n(2L-z)

c蓸 蔀 + 0忆蓘 蓡 (4)

Hilbert transform [ 18-19] are conducted to Eq . (3 )
and Eq.(4), we can obtain:

I5(t)=sin f t- nz
c蓸 蔀 + 4仔nD + 0蓘 蓡 +

sin f t- 2(L+D)-z
c n蓸 蔀 + 4仔nD + 0蓘 蓡 (5)

I6(t)=sin f t- nz
c蓸 蔀 + 0忆蓘 蓡 sin f t- n(2L-z)

c蓸 蔀 + 0忆蓘 蓡 (6)

Eq.(3) divided by (5) and Eq.(4) divided by (6),
which can be given by:

I7(t)=tan f t- nz
c蓸 蔀+f t- 2(L+D)-z

c n蓸 蔀
2 + 4仔nD + 0蓘 蓡 (7)

I8(t)=tan f t- nz
c蓸 蔀+f t- 2(L+D)-z

c n蓸 蔀
2 + 0蓘 蓡 (8)

Then it can be derived as:

I9(t)=tan f t- nz
c蓸 蔀+f t- 2(L+D)-z

c n蓸 蔀+ 8仔nD +2 0蓘 蓡 (9)

I10(t)=tan f t- 2L-z
c n蓸 蔀+f t- nz

c蓸 蔀+2 0蓘 蓡 (10)

Here phase unwrapping algorithm [ 20 ] of tangent
function is applied to Eq.(9) and (10), which can be
deduced:

I11(t)=f t- nz
c蓸 蔀+f t- 2(L+D)-z

c n蓸 蔀+ 8仔nD +2 0 (11)

I12(t)=f t- 2L-z
c n蓸 蔀+f t- nz

c蓸 蔀+2 0忆 (12)

Since 0 and 0忆 are the slowly drifting phases,
which can be filtered, we can obtain:

I13(t)=f t- nz
c蓸 蔀+f t- 2(L+D)-z

c n蓸 蔀 (13)

I14(t)=f t- 2L-z
c n蓸 蔀+f t- nz

c蓸 蔀 (14)

In case that the disturbance induced phase
modulation on the fiber is given by:

f(t)=Acos( t+ ) (15)
where A, and are the amplitude, angular
frequency and initial phase of the phase modulation,
respectively.

From Eq. (13) and (14), the signals can be
expressed as:

I13(t)=Acos t- nz
c蓸 蔀+蓘 蓡+Acos t-n 2(L+D)-z

c蓸 蔀+蓘 蓡(16)

I14(t)=Acos t- nz
c蓸 蔀+蓘 蓡+Acos t- n(2L-z)

c蓸 蔀+蓘 蓡 (17)

Then it can be deduced as:

I13(t)=2Acos n(L+D-z)
c蓸 蔀蓘 蓡cos t- n(L+D)

c蓸 蔀+蓘 蓡 (18)

I14(t)=2Acos n(L-z)
c蓸 蔀蓘 蓡cos t- nL

c蓸 蔀+蓘 蓡 (19)

Frequency spectrum analysis is conducted to Eqs.
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(18) and (19), which can be obtained:

z=L- 2D2-KD1
2(K-1) (20)

z=L- 2D2-KD1
2(K-1) (21)

Eq. (20) divided by (21) makes the result:

z=L- 2D2-KD1
2(K-1) (22)

So, the location of the disturbance z can be
calculated by Eq. (22). If the values inside the
trigonometric functions approximates to zero, Eq. (22)
can be derived by the equivalent infinitesimal
substitution method:

z=L- 2D2-KD1
2(K-1) (23)

Then the location of the disturbance is as follows:

z=L- 2D2-KD1
2(K-1) (24)

where

z=L- 2D2-KD1
2(K-1) (25)

2 Experiment and discussion

To ver ify the feasibility of the proposed sensor,
the setup of the prototype system is built and shown
in Fig.1. In general, the setup includes a laser source,
three couplers, several sensing fiber loop, four FRM,
two photo detectors (PDs), a data acquisition card
(DAQ) and a computer. The central wavelength of the
laser is about 1 550.0 nm, the maximum output power
is about 25 mW and the linewidth is about 5 kHz. The
monitored length of the sensing fibers and the
reference fibers are 20 km. The length of the delay
loop is 10 km. The sampling frequency of the DAQ
is 2 MHz. In order to test the distributed sensing
performance, the PZTs are driven by a function
generator with two channels to produce the 1 kHz
cosinusoidal disturbances to the sensing fiber arms (L2

and L3) at five positions.
The detected signal induced by the perturbation

at the position z =10 km is shown in Fig.2, from
which we can see that the proposed sensor is able to

detect the disturbance. (A) and (B) are the signals
from the two Michelson interferometers respectively.
At first, the signals from the PDs are preprocessed to
obtain I3 and I4. Then the mathematical operations and
frequency spectrum analysis are performed to obtain
the amplitude spectrum of the signals. Then the position
of the disturbance can be calculated from Eq. (22).
The measured and actual location of the disturbance is
presented in Fig.3, from which it is clear that the
maximal error is 350 m and the average error is 230 m.
The location performance of the sensor can be
improved with higher precision of the frequency
spectrum analysis.

Fig.2 Detected signal induced by the perturbation at the position

z=10 km

Fig.3 Measured versus actual location of the disturbance

3 Conclusion

The Michelson interferometers based fiber -optic
sensor for sensing and locating the distributed
disturbance is demonstrated in the paper. Compared
with other interferometer based FDDS, the sensor is
able to eliminate the PIF by employing the FRMs. By
mathematical operations and frequency spectrum
analysis, the location of the disturbance can be
calculated. The experimental results confirm the design
and the theoretical analysis. The proposed sensor has
the advantages of strong antijamming ability, real鄄time
and high sensitivity. Future investigation will be
focused on developing the sensor for field tests in the
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practical applications.
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